
Partnership between the world of scholarship and the world of work must reflect 
the best interests of these areas and also those of society in general.

College
—and the World of Work

A CHANGING relationship 
exists between the college and the world 
of work. This relationship has been 
gaining in importance since World War 
II and especially since Sputnik; it has 
led to a reexamination of practically all 
aspects of the American school system.

Understanding the developing re 
lationship between the college and the 
world of work requires giving some con 
sideration to the two major beneficiaries 
of both college and work. These arc 
the individual student, for whom prepa 
ration for work is essential, and society, 
which is dependent on the products and 
services of individual workers.

Personal Factors
Inevitably, an individual who con 

templates collegiate training is con 
fronted with the tasks of career selec 
tion and preparation. Involved here are 
certain personal factors which have 
commanded intensive research interest. 
Although it is recognized that the per 
sonal factors which influence career se 
lection and preparation are numerous, 
this discussion will be limited to prepa 
ration and ability, vocational commit-
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ment, training goals, and personality 
characteristics.

Generally, the persons with the most 
extensive training can be expected to 
reach the highest level of achievement 
in the world of work. More schooling 
increasingly is being required for entry 
into the world of work. As emphasized 
by Havemann and West, "College grad 
uates hold the key jobs in our society. 
The noncollege man who rises to the top 
is a relative rarity." * Similarly, there is 
a positive relationship between intelli 
gence and success. Brighter individuals 
tend to be found in the more advanced 
or better jobs. Moreover, it has been 
observed that individuals tend "to grav 
itate toward occupational levels and to 
ward jobs appropriate to the level of 
their ability." 2

While it can be reliably documented 
that the individuals with the highest 
level of intelligence tend to experience 
the greatest job success and satisfaction,

'Earnest Havemann and Patricia West. 
They Went to College. New York: Hareourt, 
Brace & World, Inc., 1951.

1 D. E. Super. The Psychology of Careers. 
New York: Harper & Row, Publishers. Inc., 
1957. p. 204.
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the relationship of grades to job per 
formance and to other success factors 
has not been clearly established.

Pertinent are the results of Ginzberg's 
study of talent and performance.1 In a 
sample of 342 persons, it was revealed 
that those individuals who had received 
academic honors as undergraduates 
were not as likely to be at the top 
achievement level in their respective 
jobs as were those who did not earn 
honor awards. Significantly, the findings 
were reversed among those who had 
pursued graduate study.

Those who had earned the highest 
graduate average tended to be at the 
top achievement level in their respective 
jobs. In view of the fact that the grad 
uate average represented academic per 
formance in a specialized field and since 
the undergraduate average represented 
academic performance in several fields, 
the study may have revealed a positive 
relationship between academic per 
formance in a specialized field and the 
level of performance in a related po 
sition.

An early commitment to a vocation 
helps to give the student a sense of 
identity, especially since the selection 
is influenced by the perception that the 
student has of himself.

In addition to developing a sense of 
identity, commitment to a vocation 
serves to give both unity and meaning 
to collegiate experience. Of further sig 
nificance is the tendency for students 
who are career oriented to be more 
likely to succeed in college. As sup 
ported by Iffert, "Students who main 
tained their interest in subject-fields

* Eli Ginzberg and John L. Herman. Talent 
and Performance. New York: Columbia Uni 
versity Press. 1964. Chapter 6.

distinctly occupational in character had 
the highest persistence and graduation 
rate." 4

Related both to vocational prepa 
ration and vocational commitment is 
the individual's perception of the goals 
of the training. Many are inclined to at 
tribute differences in performance to 
differences in training. It has been ob 
served, however, that often individuals 
with the same training experience differ 
in their job performance. In some in 
stances differences in motivation are in 
volved. Involved also may be differences 
in the individual's understanding of the 
meaning of the training in its relation 
ship to job performance.

To put it differently, the effect of 
training on job performance may well 
be conditioned by the individual's per 
ceived goals of the training. Support for 
this possibility is found in the result of 
Swinth's study of training goals and 
subsequent performance. In his study, 
"the individual trained to seek the goal 
which maximized the system was su 
perior to the individual trained to seek 
the goal which maximized one compo 
nent in subsequent task performance 
where both system and component goal 
tasks must be performed." B

Generally, it has been assumed that 
certain personality traits are essential 
to job success. Yet, as notes Super, 
"little is now known about just which 
personality traits make for success or 
failure in a given occupation." • Accord-

• Robert E. Iffert. Retention and Withdrawal 
ol College Students. V. S . Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare. Office of Ed 
ucation Bulletin 1968, No. 1. Washington, 
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1958. p. 59.

•R. L. Swinth. "Certain Effects of Training 
Goals on Subsequent Task Performance." Oc 
cupational Psychology 40 (3): 153-65; 1966.
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ing to Ginzberg, high grades in graduate 
school plus good personality qualities 
are indicative of a high level of achieve 
ment in career. 7 The problem of iden 
tifying relationship of specific person 
ality traits to career performance is 
seen in another statement by Ginz 
berg ". . . men who were considered by 
their teachers to be colorless were much 
more likely to be in the lower achieve 
ment level than those whose personali 
ties had been assessed as unattractive." 8 

Modern society is experiencing un 
precedented revolutionary develop 
ments, the effects of which have created 
new relationships between man and his 
social institutions. One of these develop 
ments has been the science of cybernet-

• Super, op. cit., p . 238. 
' Ginzberg, op. cit., p . 103. 
"Ibid.

ics or automation. Initially, the effect 
of automation was felt primarily at the 
unskilled and semi-skilled levels, but 
the prospect of managers and profes 
sionals being displaced by machines as 
the capabilities of these machines are 
raised is real, indeed.

Continued development of modern 
technology as well as modern society 
will depend on the availability of 
trained manpower. It is no wonder that, 
in recent years, investment in education 
rather than investment in land and 
machines has become the decisive factor 
in economic growth.

Task of the College
The college is confronted with new 

and compelling demands. Contrary to 
its traditional role as an institution ex 
isting in isolation from the affairs of 
man, it is now generally accepted that 
the college must relate to the needs and 
goals of the national economy. In view 
of the swiftly changing nature of events, 
goals and deeds must be reexamined 
and redefined continuously. And it is the 
job of the college to assume the leader 
ship in this effort. The role of the col 
lege, then, is twofold: mobilizing social, 
economic, and political forces for de 
fining society's need for trained talent, 
on the one hand, and providing a pro 
gram for development of this talent, on 
the other.

Acceptance of this commitment means 
that the educational program of the 
college should be oriented to the devel 
opment of personalities who can cope 
with the revolutionary characteristics of 
modern times; who are broadly trained; 
who can analyze and synthesize; ana 
who have employable skills.

But the traditional collegiate pro-
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gram cannot accomplish this task. 
There is need for a program that is 
problem oriented rather than subject- 
matter oriented, thus providing oppor 
tunities for students to apply knowl 
edge to the solution of problems.

In view of the importance of work to 
both the individual and the economy, 
provisions need to be made for encour 
aging students to commit themselves 
early to a career. Such early commit 
ment need not be permanent, but could 
give unity to collegiate experience.

Students and faculty members must 
be informed on the present and pro 
jected character of the industrial sys 
tem, including the organizational struc 
ture, management practices, training 
needs, and research programs. This will 
enable the college to plan creative and 
imaginative programs designed for de 
velopment of talent which can function 
successfully in our technical society.

The foregoing suggests that the col 
lege should establish a network of com 
munication with the world of work. 
There are several promising approaches 
to this objective. One involves an or 
ganized program of personnel exchange 
between the college and private and 
public agencies.

This would provide opportunities for 
college personnel periodically to receive 
extra-college experience as scientists, 
consultants, researchers, and adminis 
trators. A teacher who has had experi 
ence in industry or in government serv 
ice can relate his instruction more 
effectively to the world of work. Like 

wise, arrangements can be made for in 
dustrial personnel to spend time on 
college campuses as lecturers, research 
advisers and assistants, and as qonsult- 
ants on program planning.

Another aspect of this communication 
network involves arranging for the stu 
dent to alternate periods of employment 
in the world of work and schooling dur 
ing his undergraduate years. Such ex 
perience enables the student to assess 
his capabilities, to acquire vocational 
information, to understand the meaning 
of work, and to relate his studies to 
work.

The changing nature of events 
strongly suggests the need for the col 
leges, individually or jointly, with the 
help of personnel from the world of 
work, to establish a task force of special 
ists to study continuously the present 
and probable future characteristics of 
the general economy.

It is apparent that helping to supply 
modern society with knowledge and 
trained personnel is a legitimate func 
tion of the college. This does not imply 
that the college should be completely 
subordinated in its functions to the 
needs of industry or to the industrial 
system, for the goals of industry may 
not always be consistent with the best 
interests of society or of the individual. 
The partnership between the college 
and the world of work must be an ever- 
increasing relationship that reflects not 
only the best interests of the world of 
scholarship and the world of work, but 
the best interests of society in general.
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